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Abstract

The “Second Opinion Medical Network” is a consultation referral web and medical office system recruiting a wide panel of real-time available specialists, to whom any patient affected by any disease or syndrome and not satisfied with the diagnosis or therapy can apply for an individual clinical audit. Due to the physician-patient communication gap, most of the patients usually wander around the medical websites looking for proper answers to their health problems. However, this search often becomes compulsive and obsessive and frequently ambiguous and frustrating. Palmieri, et al. defines this borderline or even pathological behavior as the “Web Babel Syndrome” - psychological imbalance affecting young and elderly patients, often with multiple synchronous diseases receiving by their caregivers heterogeneous and misleading informations or advices, as well as, confused, contradictory statements and prescriptions. To deal with this problem, the “Second Opinion Medical Network” aims to be a useful “problem-solving” support revisiting each conflictual diagnostic and therapeutic step and properly re-addressing tailored treatments and prognoses, preventing unnecessary investigations and unhelpful and expensive medical and surgical interventions.

The aim of this editorial is to describe the role and benefits of such a medical network in our web connected health care system.
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Introduction

Patients seek a second medical opinion, often through the internet, when their diagnosis is uncertain or the therapeutic adopted option is uneffective, unpleasant, or risky [1,2].

In 2002, a survey of 4,530 people in Europe and USA showed that 32% of Europeans and 43% of Americans preferred to use health web sites, sponsored by BBC and Yahoo, for health information [3]. However, the internet sites are often lacking of adequate information concerning disease complications and aftercare [4]. This web-searching behaviour is often continuous, compulsory, somehow obsessive, leading to the “Web Babel Syndrome”, defined as a physician-patient communication gap frequently occurring when the patient affected by multiple synchronous pathologies, feeds back heterogeneous and misleading informations and prescriptions with the risk to drop in a confusionary state [5-8].

In 1999, the Institute of Medicine report cited fatal medical errors in some 40,000-98,000 Americans PER year [8] supporting once more the concept that a further consultation or specialistic second opinion may be useful antidote to lethal misdiagnosis [9].

The term “second opinion” has been widely reported also in histology [10,11] and pathology (e.g. thyroid pathology) [12-20] where the diagnosis is often difficult, misunderstood and strongly based on the healthcare professionals’ experience. It has been defined as a qualified, interdisciplinary medical opinion, based on medical evidence, of an experienced medical specialist or a team [21]. An effective and helpful second opinion strategy in various pathologies (e.g. oral pathology) is the use of smartphones and software applications, such as WhatsApp Messenger, a crossplatform mobile messaging application that allows the exchange of text messages, images, audio, and video messages using
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Internet connection [22]. This application promotes a ‘PATIENTS group chat’, to communicate and share images and videos over a common interface. For instance, WhatsApp has been used in traumatology cases to set an initial diagnosis and classification of tibial plateau fractures during emergency surgery so as to search instantaneous and adequate advice regarding plastic and reconstructive surgery [23-25].

However, the “Second Opinion Medical Network” often represents a multiconfult useful decision-support tool not only in order to achieve a re-evaluation of the patient’s case with a consequent optimization of treatment and prognosis [1,8,26-28], but also to avoid unnecessary surgery and costs [29-33]. It involves a wide panel of specialists (including skilled and trained biologists or biotechnologists who can technically support the clinicians) to which patients affected by different synchronous or metachronous diseases not adequately satisfied in terms of diagnosis and treatment can interview for a clinical update. The Network analyzes the clinical profile of patient, using the web consultation, but also the public and private healthcare resources, available in the geographic area where the patient lives, and after having carefully reviewed the reliability of the diagnostic algorithm follows up the patient during the advanced therapeutic steps, giving him adequate counseling, either by phone or email, until the patient reaches the clinical satisfactory goal: health recovery or quality of life improvement [7]. It takes care of multiple emergent clinical problems and recruits in real time of a wide heterogeneous diagnostic panel of specialists simultaneously.

The specialists selection is based on personal knowledge, screening of individual CV, PubMed publications and specific expertise on selected cohorts of medical and surgical patients, with the final outcome, represented Institutions; also the biologists staff is very much helpful in the problem solving flow chart: they usually hold a bachelor of science a doctorate (PhD) and/or a clinical lab oriented master; thus displaying the necessary scientific background to work, side by side, with a clinical team, not only being directly involved in proper diagnostic procedures but also keeping the contacts with specialist diagnostic centers to monitor the quality of the results. They increase the quality and efficiency of the Network, holding the responsibility of the clinical researches and case reports to be published on peer reviewed medical journals too. They are also responsible for monitoring the clinical outcome on new drugs (especially those under experimental phase 1 or 2 clinical trials) for proper cases recruiting, screening also all the nutraceutical products available on the market, for a proper indication if use; as a matter of fact complementary & alternative medicine is more and more required by the patient frustrated by the conventional treatments with synthetic drugs and registered specialties. A continuous web screening and scouting of public and private centers and specialists is mandatory to satisfy the patients’ requirements, on the basis of quality, scientific level and specialist field. The Network enclosed also trained nurses, to meet the patients, in the outpatient’s office arrange the medical consultation and take care of the inside patients’ write the history, and follow up, to achieve a full service profile.

The “Second Opinion Medical Network” is useful on the following specific clinical settings [7,34]: 1) Oncology: to meet an update of ongoing therapeutic new weapons, to discuss the compatibility and indication of complementary alternative medicine, to review the histopathology background, to suggest sub-invasive instrumental or multimodal palliation etc; 2) Complex-multipathology clinical background: when a dedicated team of specialists is required at the virtual web bedside to face different clinical problems in the same patients; 3) Surgery: especially when a radical therapeutic option, with a high morbidity and potential mortality risk, is being recommended, but with some doubts about its benefits; 4) Failure in the physician-patient relationships: especially when many specialists have been consulted along the time with doubtful conflicting opinions on the best management of the patient; 5) When the patient cannot resign that nothing more can be done, and asks for having reviewed his situation; 6) Lack of communication between physician and patient, lack of mutual empathy, and frustration; these are significant reasons from the patient point of view to seek additional consultation; 7) Multimedia often incautious advertising about new drugs or/and curative new strategies when the patient holds expectations or illusion to be recruited for be cured at some specific medical centers; 8) Forensic claims for medical mistakes or malpractice.

The “Second Medical Opinion Network” in Histopathology

Second opinion diagnosis is a crucial aspect of daily practice for histopathologists worldwide. Usually, the slides and tissue blocks are exchanged for second opinion as the pathologist prefers to view the slides in real time, and these clinical practices often lead to diagnostic delay, which could prove critical in cases of malignant lesions [35,36].

Villanacci and coworkers assessed 32 suspected diagnoses of Barrett syndrome (with and without dysplasia) via the transmission of histological sections from 10 general pathology units to one single unit in which an expert pathologist reviewed the slides blindly [37]. The findings confirmed that: 1) In the 78% of cases there was diagnostic discordance, in the specific the presence of low grade dysplasia was not confirmed in the 64% of the cases; 2) The 28% of cases with the original diagnosis were reclassified as non-Barrett’ patients.

Sarode, et al. studied the effectiveness of WhatsApp application in the field of oral pathology for second
opinion on histopathological diagnosis [38]. Thirty indi-
an oral pathologists are divided in two groups: Group A composed by 10 pathologists, to which was assigned the work of capturing representative images from the binocular compound microscope, using the smartphone camera, and sending them (using WhatsApp) for second opinion diagnosis, to other 20 oral pathologists (group B). The photomicrographs were accompanied by a short clinical and demographic description of the patient, including age, sex, clinical manifestations. The pathologists of group B received 247 cases (e.g. odontogenic tumors, malignant epithelial tumors, salivary gland neoplasms) for second opinion, that after were compared with the original final diagnoses. The group B gave correct second opinion for more than 96% of the cases. The findings confirmed also a positive correlation between correct second opinion and age (P = 0.0143) and experience (P = 0.0189) of the pathologist. The time required for second opinion ranged from 7 to 478 min, in spite of the necessary time in the conventional method that depends on the availability, appointment, and location of the pathologist.

Similar studies on large diagnostically difficult sample size are need, just as smartphones with more sophisticated version of cameras that can capture morphological features with great details are need, to facilitate more accurate diagnosis on the second opinion substituting the conventional slide viewing modus operandi.

The “Second Medical Opinion Network” in Pathology Diagnosis

A review of “second opinion” findings at the Johns Hopkins Hospital (Baltimore, USA) evidences that: 1) 6,171 cases are reviewed and the “second opinion” surgical pathology diagnoses issued resulted in 86 (1.4%) major diagnostic changes; 2) Misdiagnosis of the serosal surface lesions (9.5%) and the female reproductive tract (5.1%) are statistically more likely to occur [39]. A pilot study on “second opinion teleconsulting” in an outpatient setting at the Dep. of Dermatology, University of L’Aquila (Aquila, Italy) in collaboration with the Dep. of Dermatology, Medical University of Graz (Graz, Austria) used a Store-and Forward (SAF) web based system to assess the value of teleconsultation, as an addition to the conventional face-to-face visit, in patients with unusual and diagnostically difficult dermatoses [40]. In 10/33 cases (30.3%), the correct diagnosis is made using teleconsultation only. This study represents as “second opinion teleconsulting” can be an effective tool in the diagnosis of numerous challenging inflammatory and neoplastic skin diseases.

The good ethical practice states that the patient is supposed to notify to his family physician the reasons of diagnosis or treatment failure. Unfortunately when, after a few attempts to achieve an effective treatment, the patient dissatisfaction reaches the edge, a barrier rises between the patient and the physician who finds himself frustrated by the failure of the relationship with his patient. In this situation, the patient starts seeking on own a “second opinion” to improve his health status or reach a better life quality. The physician-patient relationship might be improved by a second consultation, running further clinical or diagnostic tests or trying new therapeutic options together. If we consider that many specialists can be eligible for a “second opinion” consultation, private and public hospitals, clinics and practices should organize audit “second opinion teams” offering adequate logistics and organization support for the most effective possible care.

Second Medical Opinion Network in Oncology

Despite the existing practice guidelines and oncological conferences, cancer patients and their family members ask frequently for a second opinion, IN diagnosis or treatment assessment by a second, independent physician [41-43]. Indeed, a survey on 617 breast cancer patients underlined that 94% of these patients want an independent opinion from another expert about treatment options [44].

The majority of oncologists evaluate monthly between 1 and 5 patients for second opinions and roughly one third of patients with advanced cancer seek the second medical opinion, to improve at least patient-physician communication, enhanced information, and reassurance [42, 45-47].

A prospective study (administration of electronic survey) on 65 oncologists revealed that 82% of these specialists have 1-2 second opinion encounters for month [48]. The oncologists reported also the consultation figures: 83% were careful not to criticize the primary doctor, 72% would not highlight their mistakes, and 52% would modify their recommendations according to the primary diagnosis. The dynamics in giving “second medical opinion” are influenced by the collegiate relationships of the doctors. Almost 2/3 of the oncologists believed that the first physician’s treatment and recommendations influenced the outcome of the second opinion and more than 1/3 believed the outcome is influenced by the relationship between the two physicians.

Greenfield, et al. found that the majority of physicians report that they understand patients’ reasons for seeking another opinion and state that they are not disappointed or hurt [49]. Nevertheless, this topic is not always discussed in the communication between a patient and the primary caregiver [50]. In Germany, practice guidelines for certification of breast cancer centers in North Rhine-Westphalia require physicians to inform patients about the possibility of seeking another opinion [51]. However, study results revealed that only about 35% of the patients in breast cancer centers in North Rhine-Westphalia stated that they had been informed about such a possibility [52].
Staradub, et al. through the re-examination of pathology slides of patients with breast cancers, underlined significant discrepancies in the diagnoses, leading to additional prognostic information in 40% of cases and confirming the benefit of a pathology second opinion to determine also the appropriate surgical approach [53]. Another recent study, confirmed a meaningful discrepancy between the original histopathological diagnosis and the second opinion in a cross-sectional study of 209 lesions received in consultation at the “Breast Pathology Laboratory of the School of Medicine” of the Federal University of Minas Gerais (Brazil) [54]. Elmore, et al. observed in simulation study, reductions (p < 0.001) in both over-interpretation and under-interpretation of breast pathology, in 240 breast biopsy specimens reviewed by 115 pathologists for second opinion [55].

Another research group showed the utility of second opinion through the re-evaluation of needle biopsies of 535 men referred for radical prostatectomy; among these biopsies, initially diagnosed as prostate adenocarcinoma, seven (1.3%) down staged to benignity, with obvious implications on treatment [30]. Bajaj and co-workers [27] performed a study of 922 cases of thyroid Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA), cytology slides, referred to their Institution over a 2-year period, to assess the magnitude of discrepancies and determine the clinical impact of second opinion: 33 cases underwent a change in treatment upon “second opinion”.

Park, et al. [28] designed a study to determine the impact of secondary review of Thyroid Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA) biopsy on surgical management by assessing the frequency of discordant diagnoses. FNA biopsy, indeed, which is a rapid and cost-effective test, recommended as primary diagnostic approach of thyroid nodules, is a worldwide approved screening test to distinguishing neoplastic from non-neoplastic nodules and to select proper surgical cases. 1,499 patients were enrolled and diagnostic disagreement enclosed 394 cases (26.3%). By the second opinion consultation, 65 (4.5%) patients were readdressed to the proper management. Recently it has been demonstrated the importance of a reinterpretation of imaging studies of head and neck cancer on 94 cases which led to more accurate staging of cancer resulting in a change of management plan in 38% of patients and in a better treatment decision-making [56]. Several previous studies had found significant discrepancy rates in diagnoses or staging re-evaluation of these cancers subsequently modifying the surgical procedure and patients’ care [57-59]. Zan and coworkers, for instance, found in 347/4,534 cases relevant clinical different criteria from the first to the second diagnosis: most of them were discrepancies in detecting abnormalities rather than interpreting the identified findings. Second-opinion consultation was more accurate in 84% of cases [60].

In a recent qualitative study (March 2017), 23 patients with localized or advanced prostate cancer (that sought second opinion because they were uncertain about treatment decision, communication physician-patient, etc) were interviewed by phone about their motivations and experiences with seeking second opinions and the uncertainties they experienced [61]. The findings evidenced that the uncertainty is reduced by the second opinion process for most patients, while in contrast for others, it increased or was sustained. This evolution depended on how patients’ information needs or desire for decisional guidance was addressed, or the degree to which the physician providing the second opinion shared their level of uncertainty.

In Germany, the high rate of discrepancies between the first and second opinion in more than 30% of patients with testicular cancer delivered to the creation of second-opinion network for testicular cancer that is an internet-based platform addressing physicians to offer a second opinion, such as further therapy after orchietomy and completion of staging [62].

**Economic Impact of the “Second Opinion Medical Network”**

Following the “Second Opinion Medical Network” the physician is less exposed to legal claims and the patient achieves the best treatment with saving significant amounts of money for healthcare organizations [1]. In statistical study, a second opinion consultation program was evaluated in Massachusetts Hospital. From 2,284 patients previously addressed to surgical procedure, 336 were not confirmed, with an estimated saving of $534,791 versus the program cost of $203,300 [29]. Recently, second opinion has become an increased patient need in the self-referral health informations pool available on the web; thus, easy access to a second opinion consulting medical office avoids the unpleasant subjective misunderstanding and confusion that we nicknamed, “the Web Babel Syndrome”. Also requirements for a second opinion on a complex pathologic diagnosis have largely increased At the Ohio State University, Selman and coworkers underlined the critical role of gynecologic-oncologic histopathology second opinion review. In 14 out of 295 cases the changes in diagnoses resulted in a modification of the prognostic outcome. The cost of specimen reviewing was approximately $39,235 with financial advantages over the social health costs [32]. An evaluation of cost effectiveness of a second opinion for pathology prior to surgery was undertaken by Epstein and colleagues in 1996 [30]. 535 needle biopsies initially diagnosed as adenocarcinoma of the prostate were reviewed, and 7 (1.3%) downstaged to benignity. Reviewing all 535 biopsies cost approximately $44,883 whereas radical prostatectomies cost $85,686.

A study on 922 cases of thyroid fine needle aspiration cytology slides over a 2-year period assessed the clinical impact of second opinion: 33 patients underwent a change in treatment upon second opinion. The second opinion of these 922 cases resulted in a cost saving of $940,166 [27].
In conclusion, second opinion referrals are expanding into the web, not only for diagnostic confirmations, but also to identify the best suitable and qualified treatment centers, and/or to supply the patients with the most effective medical drugs, even if in phase one to experimental trials. This strategy will be socially and economically effective, because the “Second Opinion Medical Center” recruits the most excellent medical web experts, with a wide and deep network of National and International consultants. Furthermore, the patient’s physical and psychological profile ought strongly to imprint the consultation background, and be taken into account in the decision making process, to avoid dissociation between the health needs and the human, and clinical support; indeed the puzzling issue of a difficult diagnosis, or an “orphan treatment” has to be psychologically supported by physician counseling.

Discussion and Conclusions

The request of the second opinion is increasingly, although precise data on frequency are lacking [63]. The “Second medical opinion Network” is an innovative tool for patients to actively seek information and be involved in their therapeutic treatment. The demand for such active involvement in medical decisions progressively increased over the years [42,64]. Several studies suggest that about 68% of patients seek a second opinion, so that would get another diagnosis or prognosis, and 65% would assurance regarding the diagnosis or treatment options [44,47,65-67]. Furthermore, the patients might seek another opinion to discuss their diagnosis and/or treatment, especially when they are dissatisfied with the first physician [45,47,63,65,68].

The main surveys between the patients revealed that the main reasons for not seeking a second opinion are: 1) The fear of upsetting or disappointing the treating family physicians. This fear may lead patients to avoid discussing the topic with their physician, misleading the physician-patient relationship in the long term; 2) A potential conflict when discrepancies exist between the first and second opinion [49,64].

Nevertheless, the second opinion may offer several benefits to patients: 1) It can reduce anxiety or increase their sense of control; 2) It may lead to a more precise diagnosis or better care [65,69].

In conclusion, the role of “Second Opinion Medical Network” in healthcare is significant for high quality patient care by improving the estimation of prognosis and determining the appropriate therapeutic yield. It is also relevant to know something about expectations and patients’ satisfaction on “second opinion”. Investigating these aspects in groups of patients who get a neurological second opinion, it was found out that a day-care admission for neurological second opinion leads to an increase of patient satisfaction, irrespective of making a new diagnosis or initiation of a new treatment advice. Interestingly, satisfaction was related to the amount of information and emotional support provided by the neurologist during the day-care admission [45,47,70-73]. Another finding is that the psychological relevance of second opinion led to a short-term increase in patient satisfaction, but, after two years, satisfaction had decreased to the level seen prior to the second opinion; the benefit of second opinion consultations seems to be reasonable in the short term, but limited in the long term [74].

The “Second Opinion Medical Network” is a common step for many patients requiring a deeper further revision of their clinical conditions, an update of diagnosis and a possible new previously un-attempted therapeutic strategy in the hopeful perspective of a better prognosis or life quality. This further consultation has to meet not only the psychological support criteria of such delicate physician-patient ethical relationship, but also a widespread knowledge of the safety and reliability of unconventional treatments that very often are self-administered without any expert medical advice. The hospitals and medical centers should therefore provide adequate staff of specialists constantly interacting in such re-evaluation auditing, lead by an older supervisor in the role of “liason” among the team members [75]. The Web will be also a relevant partner in this procedure, because the patients consult it any time, very often, without any expert background and they will ask many questions to the doctors based on this information preview. Finally, further research on this topic should focus not only on patients’ perspectives, but might also offer guidance to patients and physicians to better facilitate the second opinion process.
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